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Why use

SPARTAN

Business Transition Specialists

Succession Planning
Who and How will someone take over when you
are gone?
SPARTAN can assist you with laying out a succession
plan that is concise but also realistic and executable. A
succession plan could involve bringing key management
into ownership, bringing related parties into the
ownership group, or an outright sale of the business.

Acquisitions
Confidentiality
SPARTAN will NOT advertise your business on the
internet. Selling a business is not to be viewed as a real
estate transaction. We believe selling a business is a
process and we target strategic buyers who are more
likely to give you the maximum value for your business.

Chartered Business Valuator – CBV
SPARTAN utilizes a Chartered Business Valuator (CBV)
who is specifically trained to value your business.
A CBV provides an independent valuation that is based
on industry norms as well as a wealth of experience so
that you are sure that your business is valued fairly.

Network
SPARTAN has a large network of potential purchasers
and our Business Transition Specialists have been
involved in some of the larger business acquisitions
that have been completed with medium-sized business
entities in Saskatchewan.

Wanting to expand your business through a strategic
acquisition? Are you an entrepreneur looking to
purchase a business?
SPARTAN will help identify potential targets and, using
a CBV, provide a value for the potential targets. We then
work collaboratively with you through the negotiation
process to closing the deal.

Reorganizations
Has your business grown to the point that it needs to
be reorganized?
Your business may have matured to the point where it
no longer can be managed by you alone. Alternatively,
your business may have contracted and you now need to
“right-size” your organization. SPARTAN can work with
you and your employees to reorganize and restructure
the business for success.

Transitions

SPARTAN also has a large Indigenous network that is
looking to purchase quality companies.

Business Transitions can be many things. At SPARTAN,
we like to think of it as moving the business to the next
level. Whether your business is expanding, changing
or transitioning from one ownership group to the next,
SPARTAN can help.

Experience

Amalgamations

SPARTAN’s Business Transition Specialists have over
25 years of combined experience in putting together
business transactions and have used that experience to
develop the SPARTAN Selling Process and the SPARTAN
Buying Process.
SPARTAN’s Business Transition Specialists have been
investors in companies that have bought and sold
businesses, been involved in management buyouts,
succession planning, and divestitures, so we know the
process from both a buyer and a seller’s point of view.

Financing
SPARTAN has a financing network of banks, venture
capital companies, private investment firms, Indigenous
investment entities, and cash-flow lenders to assist in
financing business acquisitions.
SPARTAN has experience in creatively structuring
acquisitions using a variety of financing options as well
as vendor financing, earn outs, and vendor participation.

Amalgamating two or more companies together
requires someone who can coordinate all participants
involved. Someone who can ensure that the lawyers,
accountants, and business valuators are all working with
the same goal in mind. A SPARTAN Business Transition
Specialist will be that person ensuring that all the details
are covered.

Negotiations
Need help on the negotiation of the sale price
and terms?
SPARTAN has significant experience in negotiations
and can help you maximize the value of your business
as well as be creative on the terms and on financing.
We are strong believers in interest-based negotiations.
The ability to reach a final agreement is often based on
finding creative solutions that mutually benefit both
parties. These solutions could be in the deal structure,
financing, payment terms, or in other factors that appeal
to both parties.

6 Steps to Success for Selling Your Business
1. Business Assessment and Valuation
A SPARTAN Business Assessment will let you know what
your business is worth as well as show you ways to add
value to the business before the sale. All valuations are
done by an independent, third-party Chartered Business
Valuator (CBV).

2. Preliminary Due Diligence Package
When you are ready to sell, SPARTAN will prepare a
preliminary due diligence package that will be used to
generate interest from potential buyers.

3. Confidential Marketing of Your
Business
SPARTAN does NOT market your business on a website.
We take a very confidential approach that utilizes our
network to find strategic buyers who place a higher
value on your business based on the synergies they will
realize by acquiring your business.

4. Create a Market to Generate
Maximum Alternatives
The more interested buyers - the more options you have.
SPARTAN will work diligently to create a market for your
business, thus increasing the number of qualified buyers
interested in your business.

5. Detailed Due Diligence Process and
Negotiation
SPARTAN will manage the detailed due diligence
process, negotiate the terms, and work with all
stakeholders to develop a deal structure that works for
everyone involved.

6. Closing the Deal
SPARTAN will remain involved throughout the closing
process, assisting where necessary, and ensuring that
the process keeps moving forward and the deal is
completed.

7 Steps to Buying a Business
1. You and Your Resources

5. Final Due Diligence

SPARTAN will work with you to determine what type of
business best fits you. We will find out your strengths,
weaknesses, and your financial resources, and then
create a “concept” company that is ideal for you.

Our team of professionals will assemble all pertinent
information and coordinate the information flow
between lawyers, accountants, and financing
organizations.

2. Search for the Right Business

6. Closing

SPARTAN will develop a “shortlist” of targeted
companies that fit your criteria and then contact those
companies to gauge their level of interest.

SPARTAN will be there to facilitate the closing process
and ensure there are no 11th hour surprises.

3. Evaluation
Our team will meet with the potential seller, obtain
non-disclosure agreements, and gather the relevant
information required to enable you to make an informed
investment decision. We also engage a Chartered
Business Valuator (CBV) to determine the value of the
targeted business.

4. Negotiation
SPARTAN will work with you to structure the deal,
secure financing, and then work collaboratively with you
through the negotiation process. We will then assist your
corporate counsel in preparing a Letter of Intent (LOI).

7. Aftercare
Your new business may need some help in the
early stages with accounting systems and
administration. SPARTAN and its affiliated company,
Jasper Enterprises Inc., can provide aftercare support so
you can concentrate on operating your new business.

Our
Business Transition
Specialists
Barrie Bergsma
Barrie was with Rosten Bergsma Business Solutions for
over 14 years (9 years as partner). At Rosten Begsma,
Barrie developed a knack for finding businesses for sale
and for closing deals. Rosten Bergsma was involved in the
following successes:
• Sale of 51% of a local airline to First Nation
corporations.
• Sale of an electrical contractor.
• Sale of a well servicing business.
• Employee buyout of a sign business.
• Employee buyout of a truck and trailer servicing
business.
• Employee buyout of an architectural firm.
• Amalgamation of two sign companies.
• Assisting a company in purchasing four hotel
operations.
In addition to the above, Barrie has completed business
plans for many start-up operations and not-for-profit
organizations.

www.spartanbts.ca

AJ Felix
AJ has substantial C-level experience in medium-sized businesses.
He has led corporate reorganizations, strategic acquisitions,
dispositions of divisions, and amalgamations of businesses. He has
established relationships with many financial institutions, private
investment firms, and Indigenous investment entities. AJ has been
involved in the following:
• Succession Plan of an Indigenous insurance company
resulting in a successful business combination with a
competitor.
• Acquisition of 70% of a printing business by an Indigenous
community.
• Reorganized a business to allow for the successful sale of the
business to multiple employee groups.
• Transitioning a start-up entity from an owner managed firm
to a professionally managed business which subsequently
completed a very successful IPO.
• Amalgamation of two building supply companies.
• Negotiated the disposition of a building supply company.
In addition to the above, AJ has completed many strategic plans
and business plans for business organizations in a variety of
industries, including Indigenous communities.
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